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Protected: Internet, Intranet, & Virtual Private NetworksA-LIST Publishing, 2002
A systematic guide to the technologies, standards, protocols, and means used for the transparent security of information interaction in computer networks, this resource enables an independent understanding of the various methods of providing computer and information security when using modern network technology. The basic features of both Web...
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Basics of CMOS Cell Design (Professional Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Design and Simulate Any Type of CMOS Circuit!
Electronic circuit designers and electronic engineering students can turn to Basics of CMOS Cell Design for a practice-based introduction to the design and simulation of every major type of CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) integrated circuit.

You will...
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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Auditory and Visual SensationsSpringer, 2009
The subject of the book is the grounding of architectural acoustics in psychophysics (perception, listener preferences) and neuroscience (auditory function, neural correlates of perception and preference). This is the first rational-scientific approach to designing performance spaces that is based on systematic psychoacoustical observations of...
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Mathematica CookbookO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Mathematica Cookbook helps you master the application's core principles by walking you through real-world problems. Ideal for browsing, this book includes recipes for working with numerics, data structures, algebraic equations, calculus, and statistics. You'll also venture into exotic territory with recipes for data...
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Nanomaterials: New ResearchNova Press, 2006

	Materials science includes those parts of chemistry and physics that deal with the properties of materials. It encompasses four classes of materials, the study of each of which may be considered a separate field: metals; ceramics; polymers and composites. Materials science is often referred to as materials science and engineering because it...
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C Interfaces and Implementations: Techniques for Creating Reusable SoftwareAddison Wesley, 1996

	Programmers are inundated with information about application programming interfaces, or APIs. Yet, while most programmers use APIs and the libraries that implement them in almost every application they write, relatively few create and disseminate new, widely applicable, APIs. Indeed, programmers seem to prefer to “roll their own”...
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Introduction To Digital Signal Processing: Computer Musically SpeakingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	This book offers an introduction to digital signal processing (DSP) with an emphasis on audio signals and computer music. It covers the mathematical foundations of DSP, important DSP theories including sampling, LTI systems, the z-transform, FIR/IIR filters, classic sound synthesis algorithms, various digital effects, topics in time and...
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Introduction to Search with Sphinx: From installation to relevance tuningO'Reilly, 2011

	
		I can’t quite believe it, but just 10 years ago there was no Google.

	
		Other web search engines were around back then, such as AltaVista, HotBot, Inktomi, and AllTheWeb, among others. So the stunningly swift ascendance of Google can settle in my mind, given some effort. But what’s even more unbelievable is that...
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The AWK Programming LanguageAddison Wesley, 1988

	Computer users spend a lot of time doing simple, mechanical data manipulation
	- changing the format of data, checking its validity, finding items with
	some property, adding up numbers, printing reports, and the like. All of these
	jobs ought to be mechanized, but it's a real nuisance to have to write a specialpurpose
	program in a...
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Heuristic Search: Theory and ApplicationsMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Search has been vital to artificial intelligence from the very beginning as a core technique in problem solving. The authors present a thorough overview of heuristic search with a balance of discussion between theoretical analysis and efficient implementation and application to real-world problems. Current developments in search such as...
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Information Retrieval: Searching in the 21st CenturyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	In the forty years since I started working in the field, and indeed for some years before that (almost since Calvin Mooers coined the term information storage and retrieval in the 1950s), there have been a significant number of books on information retrieval. Even if we ignore the more specialist research monographs and the...
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